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Nuovo Vesuvio. AJ's college essay on "Why I LOVE Food"; House to the
finest in Napolitan' cuisine and Essex County's greatest kept secret.
Now Artie Bucco, la cucina's master chef as well as your personal web
host, invites you to a particular feast. But that's not all! From
arancini to zabaglione, from baccala to Quail Sinatra-style, Artie Bucco
and his guests, the Sopranos and their associates, offer food lovers one
hundred Avellinese-style quality recipes and valuable preparation ideas.
Warning: Piercing your skin is certainly a fire hazard... No one died of
an excessive amount of cholesterol or some such crap. the first Bucco's
Vesuvio's menu from 1926; The "family" restaurant, redefined." Savor his
Pasta Fazool, a toothsome relationship of cannellini coffee beans and
ditalini pasta, or Giambott', a grand-operatic veggie medley. Peter Paul
"Paulie Walnuts" Gualtieri, associate of Tony Soprano "I've heard that
Eskimos have fifty terms for snow." Enjoy his tender Grilled Sausages
sizzling with fennel or cheese.with just a little help from his friends.
Corrado "Junior" Soprano, Tony's uncle "Mama always prepared. Artie also
brings you a cornucopia of valuable Sopranos artifacts that includes
photos from the aged country; Bobby Bacala's design ideas for big
eaters, and far, much more. Carmela Soprano, Tony's wife "If someone
were unwell, my inclination would be to send over a pastina and ricotta.
It's healing meals." Try her Baked Ziti, sinfully enriched with three
cheeses, and her earthy 'Shcarole with Garlic. So share the big table
with: Tony Soprano, waste materials management executive "Most people
soak a bagful of low cost briquettes with lighter fluid and make a pork
chop until it's shoe natural leather and believe they're Wolfgang Puck.
We've 500 words for meals." Sink your teeth into his Eggs in Purgatoryeight eggs, bubbling tomato sauce, and an event that's genuine heaven.
As Artie says, "Enjoy, with a thousand meals and a thousand laughs.
Buon' appetito!"
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Greatest Italian cookbook ever. I acquired this cookbook as something
special from a friend back 2002 roughly, and I love everything
concerning this book. This is a cookbook you are trying to sell after
all. But the recipes are on stage. I am offering it a 3 with the hope I
will enjoy it when I in fact get to see more of it. I need not change a
issue! I really like this book so much, I purchased it on my Kindle
therefore i would will have it with me and I wouldn't need to worry
about ruining it while cooking food or getting the ingredients! They
must possess an orange juice firm as a client for all the OJ they drank.
An absolute must have for all Soprano fans!! A terrific way to Get a
Husband to Cook I ordered this for my hubby for Xmas. He was a devoted
Sopranos fan and wants to eat everything under the sun, including good
Italian food (which is difficult to find). has quite easy to follow
recipes. The only problem with this reserve is that he really wants to
make way too many dishes all at one time. I can honestly say that I've
cooked almost every recipe in this cookbook and nearly every one of
these have been great. My all time beloved, "go to" cook book My all
time beloved "head to" cook book. This book is not just a cookbook, but
includes the Sopranos' giant family members as though they were actually
involved. The recipes are great - really genuine Italian - some I'd by
no means heard about and were delicious! Without fail there is someone
feeding on or drinking something atlanta divorce attorneys episode.
Every Italian family has their own tweaks, but in the event that you
weren't lucky enough with an Italian grandmother, this is a good
substitute. Family must have We've been using this for years now it's
great and practical it's out every holiday nice Italian recipes Five
Stars Fantastic recipes. The quality recipes are damn close, some i'm
all over this to hers. Just like Nona's kitchen As I go through the
recipes, I could hear the sound of my Nona's tone of voice. Good hearty
meals, plus they contact it Gravy! I learned alot from the book.!!
Anticipate to by some yoga slacks, but these delicious recipes are worth
the extra time on the treadmill. The receipts look great, but I have not
tried them yet, but I'll real soon. Don't Fuggedaboutit!!!!!! Though it
says that the dishes are from the fictional character Artie Bucco, they
dishes are actually from renowned cook book author Michele Scicolone. It
made a great present for my Italian Mother-in-Law who loves to cook and
also a big Sopranos fan! Watching the DVDs of the series held making me
hungry! I JUST rewatched the DVDs of the Sopranos. You will feel like
you cook as an old Italian Grandmom! Cute but Recipes have become Simple
It's cute and entertaining, however the recipes are very basic - hardly
gourmet or "special. Anyway - I bought this book and in addition Carms
amusing cookbook and I like them both quite definitely.I'm PA dutch, not
Italian therefore i did not know about Sunday gravy at all. YES! It
isn't just recipes. Sample is not helpful I acquired the sample to
greatly help decide if I should purchase or not. It's July right now and
finally all the left overs have died from the freezer.We thought I might

buy the book, take a look and then get rid of it, but rather i'm keeping
the reserve. (ps Why do the stop making this show in the first place,
best present ever on TV) God like you Tony Goodbye Good food It’s
recipes are good I’ve made a few including the Sunday Sauce Completely
satisfied! Silly but true. Love it This cookbook made an incredible gift
& I bought this book and your day it arrived I heard the news that Tony
had passed away in Rome. It had been sad, but I have this book and at
least partly he still lives on. GREAT recipes, easy to generate and
authentic, if you value the Sopranos, you will value the love and detail
that went into making this book, not really a "cookbook" but a romantic
portrayal in to the family Soprano! Makes it fun to read. Great fun and
recipes!. I have A lot of wellness conscience cookbooks I use regularly
but I still enjoy this fattening Italian cookbook based on a television
show." The minestrone uses canned vegetable soup! It really is written
like the Sopranos are a real live family. ENJOY!!This is such a great
cookbook and a most enjoyable read! Seem simple enough.! I doubt any
personal respecting Mama, even today, would do that. Great recipes Great
Italian quality recipes.!One Sunday in January I prepared the gravy
recipe with the meats AND I did so the lasagne and the ziti on the same
day. The sample did not help. At least include the desk of contents so a
person can end up being enticed by the recipe titles. The stories are
sweet, and told in character. Once I started reading what went into the
dishes, I recognized how authentic they were. I love an excellent
cookbook with photos in it I love a good cookbook with images in it..
Its great I love watching the Sopranos about TV and I very own all the
episodes. We simply got married and received a bunch of completely new
cooking supplies, so I figured this might be the best way to get him
into the kitchen. Great for a Sopranos lover! The pronunciation of what,
just how I say them, even today, made me giggle to myself. I like that
this cookbook has a section to cook for 25 + people REAL recipes!.. I
really do not really regret buying this cook book and I will eat just
like a Soprano real soon.
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